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Abstract. Few-shot Knowledge Graph Completion (FKGC) is a spe-
cial task proposed for the relations with only a few triples. However,
existing FKGC models face the following two issues: 1) these models
cannot fully exploit the dynamic relation and entity properties of neigh-
bors to generate discriminative representations; 2) these models cannot
filter out noise in high-order neighbors to obtain reliable entity repre-
sentations. In this paper, we propose an adaptive multi-hop neighbor
selection model, namely AMBLE, to mitigate these two issues. Specif-
ically, AMBLE first introduces a query-aware graph attention network
(QAGAT) to obtain entity representations by dynamically aggregating
one-hop neighbors based on relations and entities. Then, AMBLE aggre-
gates high-order neighbors by iterating QAGAT and LSTM, which can
efficiently extract useful and filter noisy information. Moreover, a Trans-
former encoder is used to learn the representations of subject and object
entity pairs. Finally, we build an attentional matching network to map
the query to few support triples. Experiments show that AMBLE out-
performs state-of-the-art baselines on two public datasets.

Keywords: Knowledge graph completion · Few-shot learning · Link
prediction · Graph attention network · Multi-hop aggregation

1 Introduction

Knowledge graphs (KGs) as a kind of structured data can assist many artificial
intelligence downstream applications, such as question answering systems [23],
recommendation systems [18], etc. KGs usually represent every fact with a triple
(s, r, o), where s, o are the subject entity and object entity, and r is the relation
between s and o. Due to the incompleteness of KGs, knowledge graph completion
(KGC) has become one of the most important research tasks in the field of
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knowledge graphs. The task is to infer missing facts based on the existing entity
and relation by answering queries such as (s, r, ?).

Existing large-scale knowledge graphs [2,17] often suffer from the long-tail
distribution problem, i.e., a large number of relations contain only a few triples.
However, traditional KGC models require a large number of triples for each
relation for training to obtain discriminative representations. As a result, these
models have poor completion ability for the relation with only a small number of
triples. To alleviate this problem, few-shot knowledge graph completion (FKGC)
has been proposed recently. These methods only need a small number of triples as
references for queries of each relation to achieve the completion task in few-shot
scenarios.

Existing FKGC models [12,13,21,22] obtain entity representations by aggre-
gating neighbor information, but these methods have two major limitations. 1)
Dynamic neighbor properties: Dynamic neighbor properties mean that the
influence of neighbors on entity varies with the relation of different completion
tasks. Dynamic neighbor properties are determined by both the entity and rela-
tion information. However, GMatching [21], FSRL [22] and GANA [12] ignore
the dynamic properties of entities, these methods cannot dynamically assign
neighbor weights based on the completion task, resulting in inaccurate encod-
ing of entities. Although FAAN [13] considers the problem of dynamic neighbor
properties, it only considers the effect of relations and ignores the effect of enti-
ties. 2) High-order neighbor noise: In real-world knowledge graph datasets
[2,17], there are a large number of entities that contain only a very small number
of one-hop neighbors. Existing FKGC approaches only aggregate one-hop neigh-
bors, resulting in their inability to obtain reliable representations of entities.
Although traditional KGC model [11] aggregates high-order neighbors to obtain
supplementary neighbor information, it ignores the noise problem in high-order
neighbors. Thus, how to efficiently filter out these noisy high-order neighbors
remains a challenging problem.

To address the above problems, we propose an Adaptive Multi-hop neighBor
seLEction for few-shot knowledge graph completion (AMBLE). Specifically, we
firstly propose a query-aware graph attention network (QAGAT) to obtain entity
representations by aggregating one-hop neighbors. QAGAT can fully make use of
both entity and relation information to dynamically assign weights to the neigh-
bors. Secondly, we iterate QAGAT and LSTM to aggregate high-order neighbors
which can effectively extract useful information from high-order neighbors and
filter out the noisy information. Thirdly, we use a Transformer to learn the rep-
resentations of entity pairs. Finally, an attentional matching network is applied
to calculate the score of each query. Main contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows:

– We propose an adaptive multi-hop neighbor selection model, namely AMBLE,
to solve dynamic neighbor properties and high-order neighbor noise problems
in FKGC.
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– We devise a novel query-aware graph attention network (QAGAT), which can
take advantage of both entity and relation information to adaptively assign
neighbor weights based on different tasks.

– We design a new high-order neighbor aggregation and selection structure by
iterating QAGAT and LSTM, which can efficiently extract useful and filter
noisy information from high-order neighbors.

– We demonstrate the superiority of the AMBLE over state-of-the-art baselines
by conducting extensive experiments on two public datasets.

2 Related Work

Due to the long-tail phenomenon in real-world KGs, FKGC has become a popular
research area. Existing FKGC models can be grouped into two categories:

Metric-Based Models. GMatching [21] learns entity representations by aggre-
gating neighbors, and then introduces a matching processor to evaluate the
similarity between queries and support triples. FSRL [22] introduces a neigh-
bor aggregator based on attention mechanism to aggregate neighbor informa-
tion. FAAN [13] considers the problem of dynamic properties in neighbors and
proposes a relation-aware attentional neighbor aggregator to learn entity rep-
resentations. Thus, it can dynamically aggregate neighbors with the change of
the completion task. YANA [8] aims to mitigate the issue of generating reli-
able embeddings for solitary entities in FKGC tasks, and introduces four novel
abstract relations to represent inner- and cross- pair entity correlations and
constructs a local pattern graph from the entities. MFEN [20] aims to capture
the heterogeneous influence of neighbor characteristics by devising a single-layer
CNN with differently sized filters to capture multi-scale characteristics while
controlling model complexity.

Optimization-Based Models. MetaR [3] designs a fast gradient descent
update procedure based on the idea of MAML [4] to achieve the completion
task by transferring relational meta-information from support triples to queries.
Based on MetaR, GANA [12] proposes a gated and attentive neighbor aggrega-
tor to filter noise in one-hop neighbors. In addition, benefiting from TransH [19],
GANA designs a MTransH to deal with the complex relations.

However, the above models cannot utilize the information of entities and
relations in dynamic properties problem on the one hand, and do not consider
the noise problem in high-order neighbors on the other hand.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we give formal definitions of the knowledge graph, the few-shot
knowledge graph completion task, and the corresponding few-shot learning set-
ting. Specific notations and their descriptions are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations and descriptions.

Notation Description

G, E ,R,F Knowledge Graph, entity set, relation set and fact set

(s, r, o) A triple of subject entity, relation and object entity

Ti,Si,Qi Task i and its support set and query set

Q+
i ,Q−

i The positive and negative query set of task i

G′
, C Background knowledge graph and candidate entity set

Ne Neighbor set of entity e

e(t), e
(t)
i t-layer entity e and its neighbors’ representations

r, ri Query relation and neighbor’s relation representations

q, si Query and support entity pairs representations

W1,W2,W3 d × d dimensional parameters of liner

b1, b2, b3 d dimensional bias of liner

W
(t)
f ,W

(t)
i ,W

(t)
o ,W

(t)
C d × d dimensional parameters of t-layer LSTM

b
(t)
f , b

(t)
i , b

(t)
o , b

(t)
C d dimensional bias of t-layer LSTM

σ Activation function sigmoid

λ, γ Hyperparameters

Knowledge Graph. A knowledge graph G is represented by a collection of
triples: G = {(s, r, o)|s, o ∈ E , r ∈ R}. For each triple (s, r, o), s, o denote the
subject entity and object entity, and r is the relation between s and o. E , R
denote the entity set and relation set of G, respectively.

Few-Shot Knowledge Graph Completion. Few-shot knowledge graph com-
pletion is a specialized task proposed for the relations with only a few triples,
which are called few-shot relations. Each few-shot relation r corresponds to one
knowledge graph completion task Tr. Each task have a support set and a query
set, i.e., Tr = {Sr,Qr}. Support set Sr = {(si, r, oi)|(si, r, oi) ∈ G} contains
support triples of task Tr, and |Sr| = K suggests a K-shot knowledge graph
completion task. Besides, query set Qr contains all query triples of task Tr,
including positive query triples Q+

r = {(si, r, o+i )|(si, r, o+i ) ∈ G, o+i ∈ C} and
corresponding negative query triples Q−

r = {(si, r, o−
i )|(si, r, o−

i ) /∈ G, o−
i ∈ C}.

C is the candidate entity set. A few-shot knowledge graph completion task is
to find the best completion entity for each query from the candidate entity set
using the support set as a reference.

Few-Shot Learning Setting. We follow the same few-shot settings proposed
by GMatching [21]. We divide all few-shot relations into three disjoint subsets
Rtrain, Rvalid and Rtest for model training, validation and testing. Therefore,
the training, validation and testing phases of our model correspond to a series of
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Fig. 1. Overall framework of our model AMBLE.

few-shot knowledge graph completion tasks. The training, validation and test-
ing phases are defined as Ttrain = {Ti|i ∈ Rtrain}, Tvalid = {Ti|i ∈ Rvalid} and
Ttest = {Ti|i ∈ Rtest} respectively. In addition to few-shot relations, the other
relations in knowledge graph G have sufficient triples, called high-frequency rela-
tions, and the triples containing high-frequency relations constitutes the back-
ground knowledge graph G′

.

4 Methodology

Given a task Ti = {Si,Qi}, the purpose of AMBLE is to find the best candidate
entity by matching the input query q ∈ Qi to the given support set Si. To achieve
this goal, as shown in Fig. 1, AMBLE consists of three major parts: (1) Neighbor
aggregator to learn entity representations by aggregating neighbor information;
(2) Transformer encoder to learn relational representations for entity pairs; (3)
Attentional matching network to match the query to the given support set.
Finally, we present the loss function and training details of our model.

4.1 Neighbor Aggregator

Neighbor aggregator is proposed to learn entity representations, which aggre-
gate high-order neighbors through multiple layers of iterative aggregation. Each
aggregation layer of the neighbor aggregator is shown in Fig. 2, and each layer
consists of QAGAT and LSTM.

Query-Aware Graph Attention Network. The influence of neighbors on
one entity keeps changing with the relation of current task, i.e., when complet-
ing different queries, neighbors have different weights of influence on the target
entity. This dynamic property depends on the relevance between the target entity
and neighbor entity on the one hand, and on the relevance between neighbor rela-
tion and query relation on the other hand. However, existing FKGC methods
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Fig. 2. Details of the t-layer of the neighbor aggregator

[12,13,21,22] cannot simultaneously consider these two influencing factors to
obtain discriminative entity representations.

To tackle the above issue, we design a query-aware graph attention network
(QAGAT) to dynamically aggregate one-hop neighbors. For each entity e, we
constructs the neighbors of e, i.e., Ne = {(ei, ri)|, (e, ri, ei) ∈ G′}, by searching
for the triples in background knowledge graph G′

whose subject entity is e. ei
is the object entity considered as entity e’s neighbor, ri is the relation between
e and ei. At the t-layer, we first use two different FFNNs [14] to learn the
integration representations of the neighbors and target entity as follows:

u(t)
i = W1(e

(t)
i ‖ri) + b1 (1)

v(t) = W2(e(t)‖r) + b2 (2)

where ‖ denotes concatenation operation. u(t)
i denotes neighbor ei’s entity and

relation integration representation, v(t) denotes target entity e and query rela-
tion r integration representation. We obtain r given its support set Sr =
{(si, r, oi)|si, oi ∈ E} by TrasnE [1]: r = Mean(eoi − esi).

Having obtained the integration representations of the neighbors and target
entity, the weight α

(t)
i of the neighbor ei for target entity e can be calculated as

follows:

α
(t)
i =

exp f(v(t),u(t)
i )

∑
(ej ,rj)∈Ne

exp f(v(t),u(t)
j )

(3)

We use softmax function to apply over f(x, y), and we want to take benefit of
the relevance of both entities and relations, so the f(x, y) is defined as follows:

f(x, y) = LeakyReLU(x�W3y + b3) (4)

W3 is the similarity matrix to calculate the relevance between x and y. Following
GAT [15], we use activation function LeakyReLU [10] here. Thus, we make full
use of entity and relation information to dynamically assign neighbor weights.
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Then, we can learn entity e’s representation by adaptively aggregating neigh-
bor information and its own information as follows:

h(t) = Relu(λ
∑

(ei,ri)∈Ne

α
(t)
i e(t)i + (1 − λ)e(t)) (5)

where h(t) is the output representation of entity e at t-layer QAGAT. λ is a trade-
off hyperparameter, and Relu denotes activation function. Thus, QAGAT adap-
tively aggregates one-hop neighbors using both entity and relation information.

Adaptive Multi-hop Neighbor Selection. We expand from aggregating one-
hop neighbors to aggregating multi-hop neighbors, aiming to find more com-
plementary information from high-order neighbors. However, as the distance
increases, more noise information is trapped in high-order neighbors [9]. To solve
the high-order neighbor noise problem, we add a LSTM [6] after QAGAT of each
layer aggregator for information filtering, because LSTM has excellent memory
and forgetting functions. As shown in Fig. 2, the detailed calculation process for
each step is as follows:

f (t) = σ(W(t)
f h(t)+b

(t)
f ), i(t) = σ(W(t)

i h(t)+b
(t)
i ), o(t) = σ(W(t)

o h(t)+b(t)o ) (6)

C̃(t) = tanh(W(t)
C h(t) + b

(t)
C ), C(t+1) = f (t) · C(t) + i(t) · C̃(t) (7)

e(t+1) = o(t) · tanh(C(t+1)) (8)

where C̃(t) is the newly added neighbor information in the t-layer aggregation.
The gated i(t) is used to extract useful information from newly added neighbors,
and the extracted information is added to the memory by i(t)·C̃(t). The gated f (t)

is used to filter noisy information from the old memory by f (t) ·C(t). As such, we
are able to filter the memory for entity e as C(t+1). The gated unit o(t) is used to
select the output information from C(t+1). Then, we obtain representation e(t+1)

of the t-layer aggregation of entity e. After l-layer aggregation, we aggregate l-
hop neighbor information and obtain entity e’s final representation e(l).

Through the above, we effectively extract useful information from the t-hop
neighbors and filter out the noisy information. Therefore, the neighbor aggrega-
tor of our model can efficiently achieve the information aggregation and selection
of high-order neighbors by iterating QAGAT and LSTM.

4.2 Transformer Encoder

With the neighbor aggregator, we have obtained the entity representation.
Inspired by FAAN [13], which uses a Transformer module to learn the repre-
sentation of entity pairs. We use a Transformer encoder to learn representations
of entity pairs. We use the encoder to interact information between subject and
object entities to learn more reliable representations of entity pairs. For each
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triple (s, r, o) in support set or query set, we input them into Transformer as
follows:

z01 = e(l)s + xpos
1 , z02 = rmask + xpos

2 , z03 = e(l)o + xpos
3 (9)

where e(l)s and e(l)o are the representations of entity s and o obtained by neighbor
aggregator. rmask is a randomly initialized mask. xpos

1 , xpos
2 and xpos

3 are the
position embeddings. Later, we feed them into a stack of P Transformer blocks
as follows:

zpi = Transformer(zp−1
i ), i = 1, 2, 3. (10)

where zpi is the hidden state of the p-th layer Transformer. After P layer Trans-
former, the final hidden state zP2 is the representation of entity pair (s, o). By this
way, we can obtain the representations (s1, s2, ..., sK) of entity pairs in support
set Sr and the query entity pairs representation q of task Tr.

4.3 Attentional Matching Network

Having obtained the representations of entity pairs in support set and query set
by Transformer encoder, we adopt the idea of matching network [16] to calcu-
late the similarity between query and support set to achieve FKGC task. Due to
the semantic divergence in support set, different support triples have different
weights for a query [5]. To enable our model to dynamically aggregate support
triples when matching different queries, we adopt the attentional matching net-
work in FAAN [13]. The similarity score of query q is calculated as follows:

βi =
exp(q�si)

∑K
j=1 exp(q�sj)

, S =
K∑

i=1

βisi (11)

Score(q,Sr) = S�q (12)

where βi denotes the attention weight of support triple (si, r, oi), and S is support
set representation. Thus, we can obtain adaptive support set representation for
different queries by Eq. 11. We take the inner product of the representations of
query and support set as their similarity score.

4.4 Loss Function

Our model is trained on a training task set Ttrain with the goal of high similarity
scores for positive queries and low similarity scores for negative queries. The
objective function is a hinge loss defined as follows:

L =
R∑

r

∑

q+∈Q+
r ,q−∈Q−

r

[
γ + Score(q−,Sr) − Score(q+,Sr)

]
+

(13)

where γ is a hyperparameter represents safety margin distance, and [x]+ =
max(0, x) is the standard hinge loss.
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Table 2. Statistics of the experimental datasets.

Dataset #Relation #Entity #Triples #Task-Train #Task-Valid #Task-Test

NELL-One 358 68545 181109 51 5 11

Wiki-One 822 4838244 5859240 133 16 34

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets and Baselines

We conduct experiments on two public datasets NELL-One and Wiki-One. Fol-
lowing GMatching [21], we regard relations containing more than 50 but less
than 500 triples as few-shot relations, and others as high-frequency relations.
The task relation ratios for training/validation/testing on NELL-One and Wiki-
One are 51/5/11 and 133/16/34, respectively. The statistics of the two datasets
are shown in Table 2.

The existing FKGC models: including GMatching [21], MetaR [3], FSRL [22],
FAAN [13], GANA [12], YANA [8] and MFEM [20]. To evaluate the performance
of our model and the baselines for FKGC task, we utilize two traditional metrics
MRR and Hits@1/5/10 on both datasets. The results of GMatching and FSRL
are derived from the paper of FAAN, and the results of the other FKGC models
are obtained from their corresponding original papers.

5.2 Implementation

In our model, all entities and relations representations are initialized randomly
with dimension of 100 and 50 for NELL-One and Wiki-One. The few-shot size
K is set to 5 for the following experiments. The two hyperparameters of this
model, margin γ and trade-off λ, are set to 10 and 0.6 respectively. For Neighbor
Aggregator, our model aggregates 2-hop neighbors on both datasets to achieve
optimal performance, i.e., l = 2. The number of Transformer layers P is set to
3 and 4 for NELL-One and Wiki-One respectively, and the number of attention
heads is set to 4 and 8 respectively. We implement all experiments with PyTorch
and use Adam optimizer [7] to optimize model parameters with a learning rate
of 0.0001.

5.3 Experimental Comparison with Baselines

We compare AMBLE with baselines on NELL-One and Wiki-One datasets
to evaluate the effectiveness of AMBLE. The performances of all models are
reported in Table 3, where the best results are highlighted in bold, and the
best performance of baselines is underlined. AMBLE achieves general improve-
ments compared to the baselines. To be concrete, 1) For NELL-One dataset,
AMBLE achieves an improvement of 6.1/4.9/11.4/8.3% in MRR/Hits@1/5/10
compared to the best performing baseline GANA. These results illustrate that it
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Table 3. Experimental results for all methods. The best results are marked in bold,
and the best results of the baseline are underline.

Models (5-shot) NELL-One Wiki-One

MRR Hits@1 Hits@5 Hits@10 MRR Hits@1 Hits@5 Hits@10

GMatching (MaxP) 0.176 0.113 0.233 0.294 0.263 0.197 0.337 0.387

GMatching (MeanP) 0.141 0.080 0.201 0.272 0.254 0.193 0.314 0.374

GMatching (Max) 0.147 0.090 0.197 0.244 0.245 0.185 0.295 0.372

MetaR (Pre-train) 0.209 0.141 0.280 0.355 0.323 0.270 0.385 0.418

MetaR (In-train) 0.261 0.168 0.350 0.437 0.221 0.178 0.264 0.302

FSRL 0.153 0.073 0.212 0.319 0.158 0.097 0.206 0.287

FAAN 0.279 0.200 0.364 0.428 0.341 0.281 0.395 0.463

GANA 0.344 0.246 0.437 0.517 0.351 0.299 0.407 0.446

YANA 0.294 0.230 0.364 0.421 0.380 0.327 0.442 0.523

MFEN 0.310 0.236 0.369 0.443 0.331 0.253 0.398 0.470

AMBLE (Ours) 0.365 0.258 0.487 0.560 0.392 0.335 0.463 0.546

Fig. 3. The MMR and Hits@10 of AMBLE and FAAN for each relation on NELL-One.

is more effective to adaptively aggregate multi-hop neighbors based on relation
and entity information. 2) For Wiki-One dataset, AMBLE achieves an improve-
ment of 3.2/2.4/4.8/4.4% in MRR/Hits@1/5/10 compared to the best perform-
ing baseline YANA. Although YANA utilizes the information from the sub-
graphs, our model achieves a better performance. This indicates that our model
can effectively extract useful and filter noisy information from high-order neigh-
bors by iterating QAGAT and LSTM.

5.4 Comparison over Different Relations

To demonstrate the superiority of our model in more detail, we set up compar-
ative experiments with FAAN [13] on NELL-One over different relations. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 3, where Relation ID represents a class of
relation. AMBLE outperforms FAAN in MRR metric with 10 out of 11 relations,
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Table 4. The results of ablation experiment.

Variants NELL-One Wiki-One

MRR Hits@1 Hits@5 Hits@10 MRR Hits@1 Hits@5 Hits@10

w/o QAGAT 0.265 0.187 0.334 0.408 0.342 0.254 0.388 0.463

w/o Neighbor selection 0.337 0.239 0.425 0.476 0.364 0.265 0.408 0.495

AMBLE (Ours) 0.365 0.258 0.487 0.560 0.392 0.335 0.463 0.546

and in Hits@10 metric with 7 out of 11 relations. Experimental results indicate
that our model is robust for different task relations.

5.5 Ablation Study

We perform experiments on all the datasets with several variants of AMBLE to
provide a better understanding of the contribution of each module to AMBLE.
The ablative results are shown in Table 4. The experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of each module in AMBLE. 1) w/o QAGAT means we replace
QAGAT with the heterogeneous neighbor encoder in FSRL [22]. Experimental
results show that QAGAT can obtain discriminative entity and relation repre-
sentations by dynamically aggregating neighbors based on relation and entity
information. 2) w/o Neighbor selection means that we remove the LSTM
from the neighbor aggregator. Experimental results prove that using high-order
neighbor information can improve the performance of our model. In addition,
neighbor selection by LSTM can effectively extract useful and filter noisy infor-
mation from high-order neighbors.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel model AMBLE to address the dynamic neigh-
bor properties and high-order neighbor noise issues in few-shot knowledge graph
completion. We propose a query-aware graph attention network (QAGAT) to
dynamically aggregate neighbors based on relation and entity information, so
as to capture the dynamic neighbor properties in completion task. In addition,
we iterate QAGAT and LSTM to aggregate multi-hop neighbors, which can effi-
ciently extract useful and filter noisy information from high-order neighbors.
The experimental results on the datasets NELL-One and Wiki-One show the
superiority of our model and the effectiveness of each component of our model.
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